In these days of fast-paced business, accurate automatic color or pattern detection is a necessity for carpet retailers. Many well-known color detection algorithms have many shortcomings. Apart from the color itself, neighboring colors, style, and pattern also affects how humans perceive color. Most if not all, color detection algorithms do not take this into account. Furthermore, the algorithm needed should be invariant to changes in brightness, size, and contrast of the image. In a previous experiment, the accuracy of the algorithm was half of the human counterpart. Therefore, we propose a supervised approach to reduce detection errors. We used more than 37,000 images from a retailer's database as the learning set to train a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN, or ConvNet) architecture.
Introduction
The wave of digitalization is taking over many business areas; carpet selling is no exception. With its recent exponential growth, electronic carpet retailers are selling more carpets than ever. Like most businesses, these retailers need to automate their process, which typically involves getting a container of carpets, tagging them and adding them to an online catalog. While the first and the last phase have already been automated, due to the lack of a common and extensive standard between major carpet exporters from major hand-turfed carpet hubs like Iran, India, and Afghanistan, many retailers have to employ carpet experts to generate the metadata visually. Current literature does not seem to provide any acceptable computational model that requires a minimal change in the production pipeline. We took e-Carpet Gallery (www.ecarpetgallery.com) (e-CG) work-flow as an example and tried to automate its second step. E-CG's work-flow consists of three steps. First, a container full of carpet arrives at the warehouse, the employees unload the container, take pictures of the rugs and fill out the empty fields of features of carpets for each carpet one by one then move them to storage. Due to the volume of operation, employees have a limited time to tag the carpets. The repetitive nature of the task mixed with its complexity makes either the process slow(multiple checks) or very error-prone. The markets have started automating the more deterministic and less opinionated parts of the process like the measurement of weight, width, length, and shape of carpets. However, there is no method to classify nominal features like material and quality of the carpets. Accurate determination of qualitative or hybrid features such as color, pattern, and style, are essential for shoppers but is very difficult. While this process has matured over the years, its accuracy much to desire. In this work, we apply a few selected image processing algorithms to e-CG's database. This e-CG is a production-level database with a reasonable error rate and contains fields like top-down image, pattern, and color (main color). We focus on the automatic labeling of two qualitative features: color and pattern. Well-known and intuitive color detection method such as the pixel count of clustered image's pixels fail due to the difference between a visual human color assessment of a carpet(or any other abstract image) and, e.g., counting the number of high-frequency pixels. This is due to the association between color and pattern in a carpet. A reoccurring example is that the color of a carpet with a big red flower in its center is usually red based on a human assessment, even when most of the carpet is a lighter color like beige. To the authors' knowledge, CNNs are not yet applied as a classification tool for patterns and colors of carpets. However, CNN applies in color detection [1] , for example, in the vehicle color recognition [2] . In the next section, we introduce two features of carpets and their levels (or labels). In Section 3, we point out a few technical issues. We apply a few classification methods as well as CNN for pattern and color.
Database and Features
E-CG has a database with more than one million carpet images. We only consider a sample of 37,000 carpets from the last two years to speed up the classification process. We introduce three features: color, pattern, and style via frequency bar charts. The level names of each feature are listed alphabetically in the corresponding graph. Figure 1 shows color levels and a sample of images to demonstrate color levels in a real database. One can find that the red color has a high-frequency level and is one of the unbalancing element of the database. Levels' frequency chart of patterns is plotted in Figure 2 . The number of pattern levels is fixed based on the dataset. We consider a sample of recorded data that each feature level had at least 100 occurrences in our selected time frame. While 100 may have arbitrarily selected, this ensures that we do not have to deal with features and categories that do not often appear in production, thus reducing the model complexity and the error rate introduced by using unbalanced data.
Classification
Before turning to the methodology of classification algorithms, we point out to essential technical issue:
• Color accuracy has always been an issue for professional photographers, designers, and printers to deal with it on a daily basis. The images we got were not very uniformly photographed. They were not very uniformly lighted, with the top of the image being the brightest and bottom being darkest.
•
The size of carpets are very irregular; this makes the use of CNN rather hard because runner carpets will end up with a lot of white space.
Pattern
For pattern, we decided that it would be reasonable to start with CNN. Since we did not have the computational power to train a CNN from scratch, we used the XCeption architecture [3] , with pre-trained weights on ImageNet, a model with a high top 1 accuracy on ImageNet, which seems good at understanding patterns. XCeption architecture has fewer parameters and more accuracy with respect to a few tested architectures. However, one may find a better CNN architecture with high-level hardware. We removed the top layers and added two dense layers, one with twice as many nodes as the number of patterns with an ELU (Exponential Linear Unit) activation and a softmax layer to classify. We trained the network with an Adam optimizer [4] , for 60 epoch with randomly rotated, sheared, and flipped images. Due to the unbalancedness of the database, we decided to under-sample everything. It's worth noting that patterns that are similar or not well defined like "open field" and "diamond" tend to get misclassified often by humans and machines.
In Figure 4 , we report the percentage of classified test dataset that was 20% of database images; this figure present pattern classification confusion matrix. The actual and predicted values are row and column of the confusion matrix, respectively. We make a column-wise normalization for a better interpretation. The last column shows the sum of misclassified that can be considered as a bias indicator. One can observe that the diagonal of the matrix is bolded that shows the performance of the proposed algorithm is more than 80%.
Color
We Used K-means clustering algorithm to find a value representing each image, then run a classification algorithm, AdaBoost [5] , on the result. This two-step classification method is used to speed up AdaBoost algorithm. The accuracy was around 45%. Three contributing factors where observed:
1.
Colors are tightly stacked, and very similar colors like ivory and beige or dark copper and red get misclassified often, 2.
The image was not calibrated.
3.
The majority does not always mean most dominant as having a small area of a dominant color like red or black will result in a red or black carpet. Therefore, we decided to reuse the network from Pattern Recognition.
With all of this in mind were-trained the CNN we used for pattern recognition and got a similar result to the two steps classification. As we had expected, the network often confused similar colors like the previous experiment. It's possible that unless the pictures are very well calibrated nothing can give an accurate result. The results were acceptable despite the low accuracy because color ranges are not really well defined and the network mostly confused resemblant colors like beige and ivory.
The confusion matrix of CNN for color, similar to the pattern feature, is plotted in Figure 5 . We can observe that the performance is similar to the above two steps k-means-AdaBoost algorithm is less than 50%. 
